OPERATING HERITAGE AUSTRALIA
OHA has, Covid notwithstanding, had a busy year. 2020-21 activities:
Lobbying and activism
• National Heritage Strategy Met in Canberra in May with the Department of the Environment and
Department of the Arts:
o Dept. of the Environment adamant that movable heritage items will not be included in the
National Heritage List, but
o accepted that S.1 of the Strategy “What is Australia’s Heritage?” would include
acknowledgement of movable and intangible heritage and indicate government responsibilities.
o Dept of Arts, were, as anticipated, more receptive to OHA’s submissions for inclusion of
operating heritage in Commonwealth heritage matters.
• Protection of Moveable Cultural Heritage Act. Covid has obstructed the revisions to the PMCH
as per the Simpson Review. Lobbyists advise that the revised Act is on hold with much other
proposed legislation while the government concentrates elsewhere. OHA nonetheless continues
to raise the critical importance of the revised PMCH Act with Canberra at every opportunity.
OHA has had PMCH related successes with reporting numerous “at risk of export” vehicles &
machines offered for sale, locally and internationally. OHA provides the significance details and
the case for retention in Australia to the Department of the Arts, which then talks with the vendor
or their agent/auction house, with the result that while sales have proceeded the heritage objects
have not been exported.
Initiatives
• Collaborating with Dept. of Arts, Cultural Property Section to maximise effectiveness of the
existing PMCH Act reporting and assessment procedures.
• Partnering with researchers at ANU in the “Mind the Gap” project to identify national and state
legislation and regulations that impede the running of all forms of operating heritage.
• Online presence - OHA’s Facebook growing and shortly will have a web place with the “Big
Things” heritage site.
• The “100 Treasures” initiative – identifying the 10 most significant objects from 10 OHA sectors
– not necessarily the most iconic but the most heritage significant in accordance with heritage
criteria. The list is to be used:
o as a starting point for discussions at grass roots level in the OHA sectors as to what else
should be considered an operating heritage treasure, and to raise awareness of the
heritage importance of such objects, and,
o as an indication to politicians, agencies, other heritage organisations and the public the
breadth, depth and importance of Australian operating heritage.
• Connecting with national and international projects and partners, e.g., participated in the STICK
international conference in May on fossil fuels and the issues operating heritage operators are
experiencing as “green energy” and environmental regulations affect the powering of vehicles
and machines. https://stickssn.org/stick-agm-2020-burning-issues/
• Made submissions to the Australian Heritage Strategy Review and the NSW Heritage Act
Review.
Ongoing actions
• Identifying significant moveable heritage at risk from export, destruction or loss
• Monitoring heritage trades, training and certification issues, identifying and communicating
solutions
• Prompting the broader heritage community, governments, industry and the public to recognize
economic and cultural benefits of operating heritage – e.g., the OHA sectors generate billions of
dollars in the economy yet almost all operating technology heritage funding for restoration,
preservation and operation in Australia is covered by individuals or raised by community
organisations – just 1% of funding comes from government grants.
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